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Meet Scribit. It’s a little robot that’ll draw
whatever you want on any vertical surface.
Connect to the app and browse a library
full of designs, or import or create your own
art for Scribit to draw. And if you don’t like
the design once it’s on your walls, then don’t
worry – it’s erasable. Scribit draws using a
set of markers that are heat-sensitive. When
instructed, Scribit will go back over its
drawing with a heat pod, evaporating the ink.
The Scribit team suggests using it for
decorating your home or doing presentations
at work (graphs and charts look more
interesting when drawn on the office walls
with coloured markers, in our opinion).
Remember being told off for scribbling on
the walls when you were a kid? Scribit could
be the modern way to indulge that urge.
Scribit Wall-Writing Robot
$399 (£308 approx), scribit.design
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FEELING HOT
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DIY DEVICE

This kit gives you all the
components of a smartphone and
details on how to put it all together.
The finished phone can run apps
you code yourself, make calls,
connect to Wi-Fi and Bluetooth,
keep time and wake you up.
MAKERphone
From $94 (£72.50 approx), makerbuino.com
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UNDERWATER BOOSTER

The Trident underwater scooter has
two propellers, a speed of 7km/h,
and can dive to 49 metres. At 3.5kg,
it’s light enough to slip in your
hand luggage, while its battery lasts
60 minutes – long enough for a
snorkel among the sea creatures.
Trident Water Scooter
$419 (£323 approx), geneinno.com

ROCK ’N’ ROLL

Connect your phone via Bluetooth
and blast out your music through
this speaker, or use the RCA input to
hook it up to your record player. It
beautifully blends new with old,
and gives you a punchy sound that’s
probably louder than you need.

Libratone ZIPP 2
£279, libratone.com

Ember Ceramic Mug
£79.95, ember.com
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ZIP IT

Libratone’s next-generation
wireless speaker comes Alexaenabled, with powerful 360° sound
and a 12-hour battery. The Danish
company is so proud of its design
that you can zip the cover off the
speaker to peek at what’s inside.

Set the perfect temperature via
an app, and this Ember ceramic
mug will keep your tea or coffee
hot for an hour. Perfect for those
forgetful drinkers, who are always
finding cold cups of tea around
the house.

Marshall Stanmore II Bluetooth speaker
£299.99, marshallheadphones.com
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CHARGED UP

Fitbit’s packed more features than
ever into its latest Charge fitness
tracker. It has a more accurate heart
monitor and a relative SpO2 sensor,
which allows users to track blood
oxygen levels and keep an eye on
things like allergies or sleep apnoea.
Fitbit Charge 3
From £129.99, fitbit.com
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